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Traditional interior ceiling systems for buildings or houses do not allow ceiling board to be opened as wall as the T-bar ceiling system allow. If opening the 

ceiling board is required for inspection, modification or repairs we most likely have a board for you that opens and closes easily, without damage.

ZerveBoard is a prefabricated 9mm. thick ceiling service board that is designed to seamlessly blend in with other ceiling board products. ZerveBoard 

comes in a selection of different types and designs for interior designs such as square corner, rounded-corner and other standard forms for general 

rooms as well as in MoistBloc specially used in bathrooms, toilets or kitchens. Each set is composed of ceiling board 

and frame.

In addition, tailor-made options are available that can be customized for special applications such as different 

widths and lengths, opening operation method, gypsum board type as well as other types for special applications.

Features
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Frame dimensions
(width x length)

Rounded-corner type

Zerveboard Standard

Zerveboard Standard

Zerveboard MoistBloc

Zerveboard MoistBlocRounded-corner type

Easy installation, saving time as the prefabricated board can be attached at the site

promptly and without delay.

Neat appearance service board without a frame that blends in with existing ceiling boards.

Easy-to-open/close with good strength and of high-quality material.

Allows you to add an opening to an existing ceiling without the need for entire disassembly.

Flexibility to install at any location without it causing a visual annoyance.

Pro C Line, needed for Zerveboard
Pro Cross Clip, used in conjunction with Pro C Line
10mm. truss head screw
25mm. gypsum screw
Elephant cotton tape
Easy Joint compound
*Note: quantity of requirements depends on spacing and Zerveboard size

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Choose the size of the Zerveboard you wish to install and mark its position
on the concealed ceiling.
Install Pro C Line on the marked position. In case of selected position is under
the upper Pro C Line, make sure that Pro C Line is cut down to fit.
Attach the outer piece of Zerveboard to the lower Pro C Line using black screws
with a spacing at a maximum of 150mm. along the circumference.
Cover the joint with Elephant cotton tape then plaster the joint and screw heads
with Easy Joint compound.
Going through the outer piece, place the inner piece of Zerveboard on top
making sure it is secured firmly.
*Note: The paint should only be applied after both pieces of Zerveboard are installed in the ceiling.
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